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Abstract
Biological diversity (BD), or diversity of all living organisms and levels of their organization,
represents one of the most important natural resources of the country. As with other
resources, BD assets and issues need documentation and tracking: it is impossible to
protect and manage BD resources without such accounting. We recognize the need is
critical for a sophisticated system to store, synthesize, use, and share BD data. Accepting
and understanding this need is illustrated by the second Global Biodiversity Informatics
Conference (GBIC2) in 2018 Digital documentation of the BD state is not properly
established in the Russian Federation, and a scientific analysis of the basics of monitoring
of natural resources and their management have been missing.
Contstruction of a comprehensive BD database is an obvious step for biologists. This
presentation will cover our view of a practical way to develop of scientific principles and to
create an adequate system to documentthe monitoring of biological diversity within the
Russian Federation. Digitization and documentation of collections has just begun in the
Zoological Museum of Lomonosov Moscow State University, starting with birds. Using
thisthis model group, plans are to develop scientific approaches to identify the most
important parameters, the analysis and monitoring of which can provide effective
knowledge about the composition, spatial distribution, temporal dynamics of the
composition, and abundance of this animal group within the country. Once developed, such
a system and schema of a monitoring of biological resources can be further transferred
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with necessary adjustments to other groups of living organisms as well as recommended
for use in practical purposes (e.g., conservation, augmentation, efficient use) by the
relevant state services.
For the first time, we will carry out a comprehensive analysis of the bird data available to
Russian scientists from one of the largest Northern Eurasian collections from Lomonosov
Moscow State University and Zoological Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences,
St.Petersburg, reflecting composition, variation and historical dynamics of the spatial
distribution of birds inRussia territories and adjacent regions over more than two centuries.
The project will analyze biomaterial collections for genetic studies, existing
collections databases and those under development for faunistics, bioacoustics, literature,
and field accounts of Russian ornithological resources. We will parameterize taxonomic
composition of a model group, including the presence and levels of intraspecific genetic,
morphological and ecological diversity; the spatial distribution of species and subspecies;
species and subspecies abundance in different parts of the country; the temporal dynamics
of composition, abundance and spatial distribution of birds; main biological peculiarities of
species traits; key practical, scientific, educational, and conservation uses of specific
species; and their roles in the ecosystems.
We will participate in the organization and support of several databases, atlas projects,
monitoring schemes, coordination of citizen science programs and long-time works with
foreign colleagues in the European Bird Census Council (https://www.ebcc.info) and
several international working groups (e.g. https://www.waderstudygroup.org). A special task
is a public relations project oriented toward a state administration for improvement of ideas
important to the creation of a system of national accounting of biological resources.
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